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HE SCALING AND MEASUREMENT OF
NATIONAL FOREST TIMBER.

The following instructions govern the scaling and measurement of

National Forest timber. They supplement the National Forest Man-
ual and will be followed in the administration of timber sales, tim-

ber settlements, timber trespass, free use, and administrative use.

Uniform standards and methods are necessary in all National Forest

work involving the measurement of timber. It is therefore essential

that these instructions be carried out strictly by all Forest officers.

Unless timber is sold on an estimate in the tree, it must be scaled,

counted, or measured before it is removed from the cutting area or

from the place designated for scaling.

Regulation on Scaling.

The regulation of the Secretary of Agriculture on scaling National

Forest timber is as follows:

REG. S-18. No timber cut under any contract shall be removed

from the place designated until it has been scaled, measured, or

counted and stamped by a Forest officer, unless such removal is

specifically authorized in the agreement.

No person except a Forest officer shall stamp any timber belong-

ing to the United States upon a National Forest with the regula-

tion marking ax or any instrument having a similar design.

The Scribner Decimal C log rule, as used by the Forest Service,

is the official rule for scaling National Forest timber.

Use of Customary Commercial Units.

National Forest timber will ordinarily be appraised, sold, and

measured by the customary commercial units. As the standard

practice, saw timber will be scaled by the thousand board feet log

scale, railroad ties by the piece of stated maximum and minimum
size, mining timbers by the piece or linear foot, telephone poles by
the piece of stated length and diameter class, piling by the linear

foot, and fuel, shingle bolts, and pulpwood by the cord or its equiva-

7



8 THE SCALING OF NATIONAL FOREST TIMBER.

lent in solid cubic feet. Other units may be used for these products,

however, when better adapted to local trade customs.

SCALING LOGS.

POLICY.

Scale of Timber in the Log.

The material purchased in National Forest sales is timber in the

log, not manufactui-ed lumber. In its measurement it is necessary

to determine the merchantability of the log as a commercial product

in itself. Timber will therefore be scaled as far as practicable in

accordance with the defects or indications of defect in the log. It

will not be scaled in relation to the lumber grades to be manufactured

from it or on the basis that only material calculated to produce cer-

tain grades of lumber is merchantable.

"Straight and sound" is an expression common in pai'ts of the

United States which indicates a scale based upon the log rather than

upon lumber grades. It means the straight and sound material in

the log after deductions have been made for visible defects which

render parts of the log crooked or unsound. Since this term has been

identified with various local standards of utilization, however, it

will not be used in defining the basis of scaling adopted by the Forest

Service.

Scaling on the log rather than on lumber grades is the standard

practice of the Service for the following reasons:

(1) The unit of measure is regarded as more stable, with less

fluctuation from year to year, than where lumber grades are followed.

Greater certainty is thus assured purchasers as to wh at material they

will be required to pay for throughout the life of their contracts.

(2) The basis of scaling is less subject to indi\ddual judgment.

It is more readily learned by scalers and more uniformly applied,

and hence is more practicable as a common standard for a large num-
ber of scalers in timber of varying size and quality.

(3) Mill tallies are not required for effective application of the

scale or to settle complaints by purchasers. The obligation to check

the scale by mill studies, which is implied in scaling to certain lum-

ber grades, is avoided. The accuracy of the scale is directly and

inexpensively determined by a check on the logs themselves.
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Use of Mill Checks.

At the same time, knowledge of the various lumber grades and
of how timber "cuts out" is of great assistance to scalers. The best

way to train the judgment in making deductions for particular kinds

of defect is to see how defective logs open up in the mill and the

actual loss as compared with sound logs of the same size. Frequent
mill checks are therefore desirable, not to correct the previous scale,

but to train the scaler's judgment in making allowance for various

classes of defect.

In training and instructing scalers, check scaling, settling com-
plaints, discussing proposed sales, and other matters of scaling

practice, however, scaling to include certfin grades of lumber and
exclude other grades will be avoided as far as practicable.

Defects in the Log which Reduce the Scale.

Deductions will not be made for defects outside of the cylinder

represented by the top end and total length of the log or for defects

in the portion of the log which will be slabbed off. Otherwise

deductions will be made in Forest Service scaling for all visible

defects which will actually reduce the yield of lumber from the log.

This includes crooks and any defective or waste material whose
presence is plainly indicated on the surface of the log by conks,

rotten knots, pitch seams, etc. There must, however, be an un-

mistakable surface indication of the defect. The scale should never

be reduced simply because the timber is known to be more or less

defective, or because hidden defect frequently appears in sawing.

The total scale of the log will be reduced in each instance by the

estimated loss in lumber from the defects present in the cylinder as

compared with a sound cylinder of the same dimensions. Reduc-
tions will not be made for defects in the swell of the log outside of

the cylinder. Scalers should reduce the scale for all other defects

regardless of overrun. The total overrun for all sources including

taper, based upon the standard Service method of scaling, is ob-

tained from mill studies and taken into account in fixing the price

of the timber. Overrun should not affect the scale in any manner
or influence the scaler in making reductions. Allowance must
therefore be made for every defect which will cut down the yield
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of lumber as compared with a sound cylinder of the same length

and diameter. Defects outside of the cylinder or which will be

slabbed off should be disregarded.

In applying the foregoing, the shortest length considered in

determining the amount of lumber lost on recount of a defect will

be the minimum log length of the species stated in the contract.

The minimum width will be 4 inches.

Deductions will not be made for "sound" defects, such as sound

knots, however large, and firm red rot, sound blue stain, or other dis-

coloration, which affect the grades of lumber but do not reduce the

total cut from the log. Deductions will be made only for crooks,

curve, or sweep, and for unsound material such as rot, broken-down

sap, shake, checks, worm holes, and pitch rings.

Mill Overrun.

In making mill checks or more extensive "mill studies," it is of

course desirable to compare the total cut of all merchantable grades

of lumber with the log scale under the standard Service method;

thus determining the overrun.

Mill overrun is made up of:

(1) Any saving in saw kerf under one-fourth inch, the kerf upon

which the scale rule is based.

(2) The saving in kerf from cutting dimension stock, timbers, and

other materipl over an inch thick,

(3) Trade practice in cutting lumber of scant thickness.

(4) Utilization of narrow widths in slabbing, not included in the

diagrams upon which the Scribiier scale is based.

(5) Utilization of short lengths from the swell of logs, not included

in the Scribner diagrams.

(6) Utilization of lumber grades which admit considerable

unsound material, rot, broken-down sap, etc., which should be

eliminated in the scale.

The first fiA^e soiu-ces of overrun are obtained from all classes of

logs, sound as well as defective. The normal overrun from these

sources under the Scribner log scale ranges from 4 to 20 per cent,

depending upon the size and taper of the timber. This overrun

should be secured under Service scaling in sound timber. In de-

fective timber it should be obtained in the grades of lumber admitting
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sound defects—such as sound knots, firm red rot, etc.—for which

no deductions are made in the scale

.

Since the scale deducts for all unsound defects visible in the log,

except those outside of a cylinder represented by the top end

and length and those which will be slabbed off in milling,

lumber grades containing considerable amounts of such defect, if

such lumber is manufactured, should under accm-ate scaling be

largely overrun. Good scaling under the Service standard should

thus yield an overrun equivalent to the greater part of the cut of

grades which contain considerable quantities of unsound defect in

addition to the normal overrun on sound logs.

The methods of manufacture of particular purchasers will not be

taken into account by scalers. No attempt should be made to adjust

the scale to losses due to poor equipment or inefficient methods, or

to catch up gains from exceptionally close utilization. It is the

scaler's function to determine the amount of sound material in the

log as uniformly as possible, whatever the overrun may be.

Assurances to Purchasers.

No assurances regarding the Forest Service scale should be made

to purchasers, except that

—

(1) The Service will give them a scale of the sound material in

the log under the Scribner Decimal C rule. The Service practice

of reading diameters to the nearest, instead of the next lower, inch

should be made clear, together with the requirements governing

maximum scaling length, trimming allowance, and penalty for

overrunning the trimming allowance,

(2) The Service will make systematic checks on the local scale

by more experienced scalers of special competency.

(3) The Service will make special check scales by the best men
in its organization in case of serious complaint.

Where mill-scale studies have been made, prospective purchasers

may be fm'nished with the results of the Service scale in given

classes of timber as to species, size, soundness, etc., and under

specified manufacturing methods. The furnishing of such informa-

tion should, however, convey no direct or implied guaranty what-

soever on the overrun in a proposed scale

.
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Assurances to purchasers should be restricted absolutely to those

given above. Never should any assurances or promises be made on

amount of overrun.

Definition of Merchantable Logs.

Every timber-sale agreement should define exactly the material

to be classed as merchantable under its terms. Exceptions to this

rule may be made only in rangers' sales where satisfactory stand-

ards of utilization have been established. In sales of sawlogs this

definition will consist of:

(1) The minimum length of merchantable logs.

(2) The minimum diameter at small end.

(3) A minimum percentage of the gross scale of the log remaining

after deductions for visible indications of defect. (See merchant-

ability clause, Form 202, Timber Sale Agreement.)

As rapidly as practicable, standard percentages under No. 3 will

1)0 established for each species in each region. These will ordinarily

be applied uniformly in sawlog sales. They should be not more

than 33J per cent of the gross scale of logs of the more valuable com-

mercial species, and not more than 50 per cent of the gross scale of

logs of inferior species.

As rapidly as the necessary data are obtained from mill studies or

other thorough investigations, the standard definition of merchant-

able logs may include a specific statement of the treatment in Service

scaling of common defects or alleged defects in the timber of the

region. This makes the work of different scalers more uniform and

the Service standard more stable. It is particularly desirable to

indicate that no deductions will be made for defects, like firm red

rot and firm blue stain in Idaho white pine, which mill studies have

shown convincingly do not affect the cut of sound grades of lumber.

Designation of Places for Scaling.

Unless specified in the contract, the places where timber is to be

scaled will be designated by the ofiicer in charge of the sale. Such

places should be adapted, as far as reasonable economy in scaling

will permit, to the practical requirements and methods of operation,

so as to impose as little additional cost upon the operator as possible.

Scaling will not be done, however, in places or under conditions

dangerous to life or limb.
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Frequency of Scaling.

In small sales the frequency of scaling must be adapted to the rea-

sonable requirements of the purchaser. It is desirable to scale only

at intervals within which considerable quantities of timber are

logged and assembled, such as 15,000 or 20,000 feet. Any such

[ueasures to promote economy must, however, be enforced only an

far as it is practicable for the purchaser to comply with them

.

In larger sales the most economical plan of scaling should be con-

sidered in advance and provided for in the agreement. (See Stand-

ard Clauses 29, BO, 31, National Forest Manual, p. 27-S.) Clause

31 should be generally used in sales where operations will be con-

ducted simultaneously over a considerable area.

Requirements of Purchasers.

To permit scaling at reasonable cost, purchasers may be requhed

to assemble and hold logs for scaling. This should be covered by a

specific clause in the contract. On the other hand, methods of scal-

ing should, so far as practicable, be adapted to the operating methods
of the purchaser. The decking or skidding of logs solely for scaling

is usually unnecessary and should be required only in classes of

operations where it is essential for efficient or economical scaling.

(See Standard Clauses 29, 30, and 32, p. 27-S of the National Forest

Manual.)

If cutting is to be done on Government and private lands simul-

taneously, the purchaser should be required to keep the logs sepa-

rate up to the point of scaling. (See Standard Clause 33, National

Forest Manual, p. 27-S.)

The Forest officer in charge should require piles or skidways to be

constructed so as to permit economical scaling.

Where necessary and practicable, the purchaser will be required

to mark top ends of logs to avoid question and to expedite scaling.

The Log Rule.

All saw timber will be scaled by the Scribner Decimal C log rule.

This rule drops the units and gives the contents of a log to the near-

est 10 board feet. One cipher added to the sum of the numbers read

from the scale stick gives the total scale of the log, except in the case
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of 6-inch logs 6, 7, 8, and 9 feet long and 7-incli logs 6 feet long.

The reading for these is 0.5, which multiplied by 10 gives 5 feet as

the actual scale.

Scale sticks for logs of even lengths are furnished in 30, 36, 48, 60,

72, and 96 inch lengths. Scale sticks showing odd lengths will be

furnished whenever the demand is sufficient to warrant their use.

In the absence of a scale stick, or where the position of logs in the

pile makes its use difficult, their diameters and lengths may be tal-

lied and the scale figured from a table later, fair allowance being

made for defect.

Table 1 on pages 40 to 45 of the Appendix gives the contents of

logs of both odd and even lengths of 6 to 32 feet and of diameters of

6 to 120 inches. One cipher must be added as with the scale stick.

Log Lengths.

On all National Forests except those in Alaska and west of the

summit of the Cascade Mountains in Washington and Oregon, logs

over 16 feet in length will be scaled as two or more logs, as far as

practicable, in lengths of not less than 12 feet. The diameters of

other than the top length should be increased in accordance with

the taper of the stick. For example, a 42-foot log 16 inches in diam-

eter would be scaled as:

One 12-foot log with a diameter of 16 inches.

One 14-foot log with a diameter of 17 inches.

One 16-foot log with a diameter of 19 incites.

Taper Tables 9 and lO on pages 67 and 68 of the Appendix are to

be used simply as a guide, the allowances for taper being varied to

conform to the actual taper.

On the National Forests in Alaska and west of the summit of the

Cascade Mountains in Washington and Oregon, logs up to and in-

cluding 32 feet in length will be scaled as one log; lengths from 34 to

64 feet, inclusive, will be scaled as two logs as nearly equal in length

as possible in even feet. Greater lengths than 64 feet will be scaled

as three logs, making the divisions as nearly equal as possible in even

feet, and increasing the diameters according to the taper of the log.

When logs are scaled as two or more logs the scale allowed for the

separate lengths will be added and the total recorded as one log.

The use of logs of odd lengths by purchasers should be encouraged.
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Allowances for Trimming.

The scaling length clause of Form 202 specifies a definite allow-

ance for trimming. This allowance should be adapted to different

logging conditions and to large and small timber. Three inches

overrun will ordinarily be sufficient for small timber where the

danger of brooming is slight; while six inches may be reasonable in

sales of large timber or where the danger of brooming in driving or

<huting is great.

MEASURING, NUMBERING, AND STAMPING LOGS.

Measuring Log Lengths.

The length of all logs about which there is any question in the

mind of the scaler will be measured. In addition, the length of

logs in the general run will be measured frequently enough to make

sure that the specified trimming allowance is not exceeded. Any
logs overrunning the trimming allowance will be scaled to the next

foot in length, as outlined under "Penalty scale," page 24.

Frequent measuring is of special importance in small sales where

a scaler is not always present, since sawyers are more apt to be lax

than when the lengths are checked daily by a Forest officer.

Measuring Diameters.

All diameters will be measured inside the bark at the top end of

the log. If logs are not round, scalers will average the greatest

diameter with that at right angles to it. Four diameters may be

measured where necessary to obtain a fair average. The necessary

reduction in diameter will be made for swellings at the scaling end

of logs from which no lumber can be cut.

Diameters will be rounded off to the nearest inch above or below

the actual diameter. Logs which have a diameter exactly half

way between inches will be thrown to the next lower inch.

Numbering Logs.

Every log, whether merchantable or cull, must be numbered with

crayon as soon as it is scaled. Numbering is necessary even where

the logs will be sawed immediately or rolled into water. The scale

oi the log will be entered opposite its number in the scale book, or

the letter c in the case of cull logs.
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This feature of Sendee scaling is essential and must be followed,

in spite of its apparent uselessness under some conditions, for the

following reasons:

(1) It is a check on the total number of pieces scaled.

(2) It fixes the responsibility of the scaler for his scale by indi-

vidual logs. It is thus a safeguard against lax scaling.

It permits an exact check on the scale at any time. This is

desirable, even where logs are manufactured immediately to enable

the supervisor, check scaler, or inspector to make an absolute check

whenever the sale is visited, if only on half a dozen logs.

(4) It affords an equally definite basis for the settlement of com-

plaints; and is thus a protection to purchasers. «

The numbering of cull as well as merchantable logs is desirable

both to check the total number of pieces scaled and to fix the respon-

sibility of the scaler. The latter is as essential in the matter of cull-

ing logs as in making an accurate scale of merchantable logs.

Scale Book Letters.

In sales which require the use of more than one scale book, the

books should be lettered serially with the letters of the alphabet,

in the order in which they are used.

In large sales serial numbers need not be continued throughout

the contract, since numbering is intended only for the identifica-

tion of individual logs. It is usually sufficient to number logs con-

secutively to the end of each scale book, beginning the next book

with No. 1. The series should not be changed so frequently, how-

ever, as to make the identification of logs uncertain. There should

as a rule be an unbroken series of scale book letters and log numbers

covering the cut of each logging season.

End Check on Logs.

As a general rule, every sawlog should be check marked on the

end which is not numbered. "Where a series of scale books is to be

used, the initial of the book in which the log is recorded makes the

best end check. This practice aids the check scaler in locating the

original scale entry, insures getting all the logs in a deck or skidway,

and automatically requires the scaler or scalers to see both ends of

each log.
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Stamping Logs.

Every merchantable log scaled will be stamped "U. S." on at least

one end. Logs so defective as to be unmerchantable under the terms

of the contract will be stamped and a circle drawn around the stamp

thus, (uTs); or a bpecial cull stamp or distinctive mark used.

It is essential that cull logs be plainly distinguished from mer-

chantable logs by a mark which will identify the culling as done by
a Forest officer. This can ordinarily be accomplished by the U. S.

stamp in a circle or a circle with the initials of the scaler. It is also

desirable to make the distinguishing mark as permanent as possible.

This is necessary to show the disposition made of the log in the event

of another officer taking charge of the sale, of checking the area

over for penalty scale, or of subsequent inspections of the cutting.

For this reason a stamp in some form is the most satisfactory cull

mark.

It is essential to distinguish sharply between logs which are mer-

chantable under the rule as to per cent of sound contents specified

in the contract and call logs. No logs should be stamped as mer-

chantable which do not scale the per cent of their gross contents

required by the sale agreement. Any log not meeting this qualifi-

cation should be culled. The merchantable contents of cull logs

will never be scaled and charged against the purchaser, whether

they are utilized or not. Purchasers may remove any cull material

without charge at their option.

The foregoing does not apply to sound logs underrunning the mini-

mum lengths and diameter stated in the contract. Such logs, which

the purchaser desires to utilize, will be scaled and stamped as mer-

chantable. (See Standard Clause 17, p. 26-S of the National Forest

Manual.)

Check on Total Number of Logs.

The logs in each pile or skidway will be counted after scaling, and

the total checked with the number of entries in the scale book.

DEDUCTIONS FOR DEFECTS.

The effect of rot and other defects upon logs of different species

and in different regions varies so greatly that no rules for making
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deductions can be applied inflexibly . The constant exercise of good

judgment by scalers based upon an accurate knowledge of local

timber is essential. Scalers should at every opportunity train their

judgment in deducting for defects by watching defective logs open

up under the saw.

Defects are classified as follows:

(1) Interior defects, which cause waste in the interior of logs.

(2) Side defects, which cause waste on the outside of logs.

(3) Defects from curve or sweep.

(4) Defects from crotches.

INTERIOR DEFECTS.
General Rule.

Interior defects showing in one or both ends of the log may, for

reductions in scaling, be treated as sawed out in squares or rectangles.

The Scribner Decimal C rule is based upon diagrams of 1-inch

boards with ^-inch kerf. Twenty per cent of any square or rectangle

inside the slabbed surfaces of the log is, therefore deducted for kerf

in the rule. . This deduction is carried in scaling sound timber, and

hence should not be included in allowances for defect.

The scaler should first measure the end dimensions of the square

or rectangle which will be wasted in manufacture and determine its

length. From its computed contents in board feet 20 per cent should

be deducted as the scale rule's allowance for saw kerf and the remain-

der raised or lowered to the nearest 10. The gross scale of the log

should then be reduced by this amount.

The substance of this method is to deduct 80 per cent of the board

foot contents of a piece of timber ha\ang the same dimensions as the

defect. The entire process may be stated algebraically as follows:

If a and 6 represent the end dimensions of the defect in inches^ I the

length of the defect in feet, I^its solid contents in board feet, and X
its contents in board feet after 20 per cent is deducted for kerf, X, or

the net reduction to be made in the scale, may be obtained as

follows:

aXhXl^ Y Y= F-0.20X Y

or, reducing these equations to their simplest form,

^ aXhXl
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X must then be raised or lowered to the nearest 10.

For example, a defect squaring 5 inches extends through a 16-foot

log. ^^^^^=26f , or rounded to the nearest 10, 30 board feet, the

allowance for defect to be taken from the gross scale of the log.

For example, the waste in cutting out a defect which extends

through a 16-foot log is 4X9 inches. "^^^ =38.4, or 40 board

feet, the net allowance for the defect.

Table 3 on page 56 of the Appendix gives, in lengths of from 6 to

32 feet, deductions for interior defects which square from 2 to 30

inches.

Table 2 on page 46 gives deductions for similar defects which

must be cut out in rectangles.

WTiere defects of these classes show in both ends of the log the

larger dimensions will be taken in logs 16 feet and under in length,

and the average dimensions in logs over 16 feet. If a defect does not

appear in both ends of the log the scaler should estimate its length,

taking the other dimensions in full as shown at the defective end.

As explained hereafter, it may be necessary to depart from the

general rule in deducting for cat faces and some forms of butt rot.

Center or Circular Rot.

The defect should be squared or inclosed in a rectangle and the

proper deduction determined in accordance with the preceding

instructions.

Many rules of thumb for determining the deduction for center or

circular rot are in common use. These are usually too inaccurate for

Service scaling. One of the best which gives results close to those

obtained by the foregoing calculation is as follows:

Obtain the average diameter of the rot at each end of the log aiid

average these two figures. Add to the average diameter:

^ if it is 12 inches or less.

^ if it is from 13 to 20 inches, inclusive.

^ if it exceeds 20 inches.

Obtain the scale of a log of this diameter, as extended, and the same

length as the log in question. Deduct this amount from the gross

scale of the log.
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In the case of 16-foot logs only the deduction for circular rot can

be obtained by squaring the diameter of the defect in inches and

rounding off to the nearest multiple of 10. If the average diameter

is 7 inches, for example, its square would be 49, or rounded off, 50

board feet. (Read as 5 in the Scribner Decimal C log rule.)

The use of the foregoing rules is authorized if desired in special

cases, but the standard practice of the Service will be to deduct

for center rot as for other interior defects by the readings given in the

tables on pages 46 to 57 of the Appendix.

Ground or Stump Rot.

Ground or stump rot in butt logs seldom extends far into the log

and usually tapers to a point. If it joins center rot from above or

extends well up into the log, the defect comes under center or cir-

cular rot. .

Where stump rot spreads from the center of the log to within a

short distance of the bark, a section of the log containing the defect

should be cut out in scaling. Additional allowance should be made
as under center or circular rot if the defect extends into the log

above the section cut out.

The scaler must exercise judgment in deducting for ground rot,

comparing the diameter of the defect with that of the butt and

sighting along the log to see if any boards can be cut from sound

material outside of the rot. Where this defect occurs on only one

side of the butt, it usually extends but a short distance into the log.

Much of it will frequently come out in the slab, especially where

there is considerable "flare" or swell.

Circular Shake or Pitch Rings.

The standard rule for interior defects should be applied to the

material within the outer shake or pitch ring. If there is a sound

core of merchantable size inside of the shake or pitch ring, it should

be scaled as a separate log. The difference between its scale and the

amount of material obtained by squaring the outer dimensions of

the defect is the net deduction from the full scale of the log.

The rules of thumb given under ''Center or circular rot," page 19,

apply also to circular shake or pitch rings.
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Pin Dote or Peck.

Pin dote or peck appears on the ends of logs as little rotten spots

or pockets usually occurring in a roughly circular area. Logs con-

taining it may ''open up" poorly, the doty spots frequently converg-

ing and forming a mass of more or less broken-down material. It

often extends into knots. If the area of defect on the end of the log

is 4 inches or more in diameter, deduction should be made under

the standard rule for interior defects. Defective areas less than 4

inches in diameter can usually be disregarded.

Check or Pitch Seam.

The scaler should first ascertain whether the seam shows at both

ends of the log and if it is straight or twisted. The greater the twist,

the larger will be the amount of waste. If the seam shows at only

one end of the log, the distance which it extends into the log must

be measured . The dimensions of waste material in sawing the seam
out should also be measured on the end of the log. Deduction for

the defect should then be determined under the standard rule for

interior defects.

Cat Face.

Proper deduction for cat face can not be made under the general

rule for interior defects. The log should be di\dded into sections,

throwing the defect into one section. The scaler should determine

what part of the total length of the log is affected, find the contents

of this section on his scale stick, and determine the portion of the

section which will be lost in sawing. The latter should be deducted

from the gross scale of the log.

For example, in the butt of a 16-foot log with a top diam.eter of 24

inches, scaling 400 feet b. m., there is a cat face 5 feet long extend-

ing to the heart of the log. The cat face tapers toward the top where

it will come out in slabbing and affects about 4 feet of the log. The
4-foot section affected contains one-fourth of the scale of the log, or

100 feet b. m. The defect will throw out one-half of this 4-foot

section, or 50 feet b. m., the amount to be deducted. Here again

judgment and knowledge of the timber are necessary. While the

defect may extend to the heart of the stump, it may taper rapidly

toward the top and perhaps affect only one-third or less of the section.
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Dote Appearing in Knots.

Defect in the log is sometimes shown only by rot or dote in the

knots. No fixed rule can be applied in such cases. Deductions
must be made in accordance with the scaler's knowledge of how
such logs "open up."

Dote in knots is an indication of an enlarged area of rot in adjoin-

ing portions of the log. When rot appears both at the ends of a log

and in its knots, the deduction, depending on the number of knot.s

affected and their size and position, should ordinarily be from 25 to

50 per cent greater than when the ends alone are defective.

Wormhoies.

Deductions for wormhoies depend upon their number and extent.

A few scattered holes can ordinarily be disregarded. \Miere such

holes are so numerous or so large as to clearly cull the material

affected, deductions should be made as for other interior defects.

Knowledge of how wormy logs open up and the number of worm
holes admitted in merchantable lumber is necessary,' for accurate

scaling in such timber.

SIDE DEFECTS.
Unsound Sap.

The sound heartwood alone should be measured in logs with a shell

of unsound sap.

Sound blue sap or firm stain, not broken down or worm-eaten, will

not ordinarily be regarded as a defect.

Checks.

Where a number of deep checks extend from the surface toward

the center of a log, the scaler will measure the diameter of the sound

core within the largest circle which can be described on the scaling

end without being seriously cut into by checks. All material out-

side of this circle should be thrown out as defective. The sound core

will usually be measured on the small end of the log. If the core of

solid material is smaller at the butt end, however, measurement

should be made there for scaling. Deductions for single checks may
be made by measuring the rectangle of waste material as in the case

of interior defects.
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Other Side Defects.

Scalers should not lose sight of the fact that the waste caused by

defects on the side of a log is much less than in the case of defects

near the center, since much of the unsound material will come out in

slabbing, or is outside of the cylinder represented by the top end of

the log and its total length. This is especially true of defects on

butt logs with considerable flare or swell.

In culling for fire scars which are not classed as cat faces and other

side defects, like those caused by lightning, the scaler should deter-

mine the depth of the defect. If it will not be cut off in slabbing,

proper deductions should be made by measuring the loss in accord-

ance with the rule for interior defects; or in the case of very irregu-

lar patches of waste, by estimating the percentage of the log affected.

The scale is not ordinarily reduced by spiral lightning scars, which

do not usually run deep and most of which are removed in slabbing.

The percentage of loss is proportionately greater in small than in

large logs.

Minimum Length and Width of Lumber.

It is of special importance in deducting for side defects to bear in

mind the minimum length and width of merchantable lumber fol-

lowed in Service scaling. (See p. 12.)

CURVE OR SWEEP.

The percentage of waste from sweep or curve varies with the diame-

ter of the log. A curve of 3 inches in a 10-inch log will cause approxi-

mately twice the proportionate waste as the same curve in a 20-incli

log. Sweep which would cull a very small log would not necessarily

cause the rejection of a large log.

The scaler should sight along a curved log, noting where the saw

will square it sufficiently to cut boards on both sides affected by the

curve. In determining the amount of loss it should be remembered-

that material near the slab saAvs out narrow boards containing fewer

feet than those cut from any other part of the log.

No deduction should be made for curve or sweep in logs over 16

feet long.
CROTCHES.

Except in rare cases, crotches do not affect the scale of logs. If

the end or upper portion of a log is badly crotched, proper deduction
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should be made from its length. In any case where a crotch occurs,

the scaler should obtain the average diameter of the log just below

the swelling caused by the crotch. This may be done by measuring

the diameter at the butt and making the usual allowance for taper.

DETERMINING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF LOGS.

The per cent of the total scale of a log, which determines its mer-

chantability, should always be reckoned from the full scale, includ-

ing unsound sap, checks, curve, and any other defects present.

SCALING GREEN AND DEAD TIMBER.

In sales which include green and dead timber at separate stumpage

prices, the scaler should not attempt to trace logs from the tree to es-

tablish their character, but may classify them on the appearance of

the log at the point of scaling. (See Standard Clause 34, National

Forest Manual, p. 27-S.)

PENALTY SCALE.

The penalty-scale clause of Form 202, provides for liquidated

damages to cover losses to the United States which result from

leaving material in the woods or cutting contrary to the terms of the

contract.

Enforcement of the penalty-scale clause is necessary except in

accidental or exceptional cases involving small amounts of timber,

where it may be waived by the officer in charge. Whenever waste

subject to the penalty-scale clause occurs, the officer in charge will

notify the purchaser and call his attention to the utilization re-

quired by the contract. If further waste occurs, or if material pre-

viously left in the woods whose utilization is practicable is not

removed, a penalty scale should be made of all such material and

reported to the supervisor.

Penalty material should be scaled as promptly as practicable and

in any case immediately after the completion of operations upon a

logging unit.

Material subject to this requirement (penalty-scale clause. Form

202) will be scaled, stamped, and numbered as in the regular scale,

and recorded as indicated on page 36.
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Under the scaling-length clause of Form 202, logs overrunning the

specified allowance for trimming will be scaled not to exceed the next

foot in length. If a scaler finds frequent violations of the trimming

overrun, he should notify the purchaser. If further violations occur,

he should measure all logs and scale as 1 foot longer any pieces over-

running the trim.ming allowance. Penalty scaling of this character

will be noted plainly in the scale book against the number of the log

to avoid possible controversy.

SETTLEMENT OF COMPLAINTS.

Complaints should be settled by a check scale. If the results of

the first check are questioned upon apparently good grounds, a second

check may be made by another scaler. It is the policy of the Forest

SerAT.ce to ascertain the justice of responsible complaints by a rescale

conducted by a more competent and experienced scaler, not by lum-

ber tallies or mill checks on the log scale. Complaints will be set-

tled by mill checks only in extreme and exceptional cases where
required by the defective character of the logs or other special local

conditions.
CHECK SCALING.

The chief purpose of check scaling is to make and keep the current

scale accurate by indicating sources of error and particularly by in-

structing scalers on the ground. Systematic check scaling, catch-

ing up the local scale often enough to insure its efficiency, is there-

fore a necessary part of the timber sales organization.

So far as practicable a check scale should be made at least once a

year on every sale of 1,000,000 feet or more. Smaller sales should be
checked as frequently as may be necessary to properly train the local

officers in charge of them. Checking the scale of rangers who have
but little sales work is of special importance, since the most serious

errors occur in such cases.

As many logs as practicable should be scaled by the check scaler

after they have been scaled by the officer in charge of the sale and
without knowledge of his figures. The check will then be com-
pared with the original scale. The log numbers and lengths of the

original scale will be recorded in the check scaler's book and the

pages cut out and filed in the supervisor's office with a copy of the

63745—15 2
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check scaler's report. Check scale figures may be put in the follow-

ing form:
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SCALING FROM THE STUMP.

Use of Stump Scales.

A stump scale is obviously less accurate than a scale of logs, even

when measurements are most carefully made. Stump scales should

never be used, therefore, when log scales are practicable. This

method will be employed only in timber trespasses and other cases

where the logs have been removed and a log scale is impossible.

In Timber Trespass,

The total log lengths cut from each tree should be measured in

making a stump scale of a timber trespass. Often the indentation in

the ground where the butt struck in felling can be located . From that

point, which may be several feet from the stump, the total log length

should be measured to the top, the direction of which can usually

be determined by the undercut on the stump. The total length

should be divided into logs in accordance with Taper Tables 9 or 10 on

pages 67 and 68 of the Appendix, and the instructions on page 14. The
diameter of each log should be ascertained from the table or estimated

from the total length and the top and stump diameters. The scale

of each log may then be obtained from a scale stick or Table 1 on
page 40 of the Appendix. Merchantable timber left in tops, in

high stumps, and in unused logs should be scaled and entered

separately. After scaling each tree, the top of the stump and the

butt of the top should be stamped "U. S." Deductions from the

scale should be made for cull in accordance with the best data

available for the class of timber concerned.

Where the tops can not be identified or have been moved or

destroyed by fire, the scale may be obtained from the best volume
table available for the locality and species by reducing the diameter

at the top of the stump to diameter breast high. Volume tables

may be used in lieu of stump scales, particularly when heights can

be checked on trees bordering the cutting, if the results of this

method are believed to be more accurate.

Forest ofl&cers should use extreme care in scaling trespass timber
especially by a stump scale, and should keep complete notes of the

method used. If the case is brought into court, the scale and
methods used in detail must be introduced as legal evidence.
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In Sales by Estimate.

In sales by estimate the scale or estimate of each tree sold must
' be obtained. An accurate volume table, if available, may be used,

or the dimensions of each log in the tree determined and its scale

taken from a scale rule or the table on page 40 of the Appendix.

Deductions should be made for cull in accordance with visible

defects and the scaler's knowledge of the amount and character of

defect common in timber of the region.

CUBIC MEASUREMENTS.
Policy.

The cubic content of timber may be measured (1) by the cord or

(2) by the cubic foot. Cubic-foot measurements may, for determin-

ing stumpage payments, be converted into cords or board feet in

accordance with a converting factor specified in the contract.

Merchantable Timber.

Standards of merchantability should be specified in contracts as

in sales of saw timber. These standards should conform to the best

trade practice for each species and class of material in the region

and as far as practicable should cover the points specified on page 12

for material measured by log scale, namely: minimum length of

merchantable pieces, minimum diameter, proportion of defective

material admissible, and treatment of common defects in scaling.

Requirements of Purchasers.

The requirements of purchasers will be similar to those in saw-

timber sales. (See p. 13.) Ricks for cord measure must be suffi-

ciently regular to permit reasonably accurate measurement.

In sales of shingle stock where the officer in charge may determine

the number of bolts to the cord, purchasers should be required to

rick bolts only in case of question as to the proper number or to check

the number currently used.

Check Measurements.

Check measurements will be made in accordance with the instruc-

tions for check scaling, page 25. The same procedure should be

followed as regards the frequency of checks in sales of varying size,

the methods of conducting and reporting the check, and action to

rectify the original scale.
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CORD MEASURE.
Policy.

Fuel wood will ordinarily be sold by the cord. Pulpwood, shake

and shingle bolts, cooperage bolts, furniture bolts, acid wood, and

bark may be sold by the cord or by other units of measure common
in the local trade. In sales of shake or shingle bolts the unit of

measure will ordinarily be the sound cord—that is, sound material

equivalent to one cord—rather than the measured cord which may
include some defective material. This requires throwing in addi-

tional bolts to make up for defective parts of the bolts constituting

a measured cord. The same rule may be followed in the case'of

other material sold by the cord, if desirable to draw the contract in

this form.

If cord dimensions differing from the standard of 8 feet long, 4

feet wide, and 4 feet high, with a volume of 128 cubic feet, are to

be used, they should be specified in the contract, as when the long

cord, 8 by 4 by 5 feet, with a volume of 160 cubic feet, is to be used

for pulpwood or bark, or widths narrower than 4 feet are to be used

for fuel wood or bolts.

Cord Measurements.

Measurements of ricks will be taken with a tape in feet and tenths.

WTiere ricks are standing on slopes the length of the rick parallel to

the slope will be measured and the height at right angles to this

plane. If end stakes are used, the length of ricks should be measured

one-half of the distance between top and bottom; otherwise, at two
or more places to obtain a fair average. The height should be meas-

ured at several places to give the true average.

In sales of fuel wood where a majority of the pieces in a rick are

3 inches more or less than the > standard lengths, the rick should

be measured, computed, and charged for on its actual cubic contents.

In sales of bolts of specified dimensions the lengths should be
checked sufficiently to make sure that they do not regularly overrun

the allowance specified in the contract. If overrun is general, the

procedure should follow that outlined under penalty scale on page 25.

To compute the number of standard cords of 128 cubic feet, in

ricks 4 feet wide, multiply the height by the length of the rick in

feet and divide by 32. If the length of the wood is greater or less

than 4 feet, multiply length, width, and height and divide by 128.
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Stamping and Numbering.

Both the top and bottom of each rick and at least 12 pieces in each

cord must be stamped. Each rick will be numbered. The meas-

urements and contents of each rick should be entered opposite its

number in the scale book. \\Tiere bolts are counted and the number

per cord estimated by the Forest officer, each bolt should be stamped.

CUBIC-FOOT MEASURE.
Policy.

Sales by cubic foot measure will be encouraged in order to place

timber measurements on a more exact basis and permit accurate

comparison of scientific and practical data. It will be the standard

policy of the Forest Service to sell pulpwood by the cubic foot, with

a converting equivalent to cords or board feet named in the contract

where necessary. The specification of a converting factor makes it

possible, particularly in the case of fuel or pulpwood, to adjust the

method of measurement to the form in which the material is cut.

The basis of measurement in sales of other classes of material should

be changed to the cubic standard whenever practicable.

Measurements.

Two measurements are necessary—the average diameter of the log

at its middle point in inches and its total length in feet. The former

may be secured by calipers and the latter by tape.

The average diameter of logs of irregular shape should be secured

by averaging the greatest diameter with the one at right angles to

it, or by averaging four measurements if necessary for accuracy. If

this is impossible because of the position of the log, the scaler should

obtain the best average possible from two or more diameter measure-

ments. Proper deductions should be made for the thickness of the

bark. Recorded diameters should be rounded off to the nearest

inch above or below the actual measurement. Logs having a diam-

eter exactly halfway between inches will be thrown to the next

lower inch.

The length of logs should be obtained in feet. Lengths should

be rounded off to the nearest foot above or below the actual measure-

ment. Logs whose length is half way between feet should be thrown

to the next lower foot. Pieces exceeding 40 feet in length should
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be measured as two logs of as nearly equal length as possible, and

pieces exceeding 80 feet as three logs. When pieces are measured

as two or more logs the contents allowed for the separate lengths

should be added and the total recorded as one log.

The volume in cubic feet may be obtained directly from Table 4

on page 58 of the Appendix, which contains the solid contents of

logs in cubic feet for average middle diameters from 3 to 60 inches,

and for lengths from 4 to 40 feet.

Table 8 on page 66 of the Appendix gives the area in square feet

of circles from 1 to 80 inches in diameter. This may be used for

computing volumes in cubic feet, by multiplying the area of the

middle cross section of the log in square feet by the length.

Deductions for Defect.

Deductions for defect should be made, in cubic-foot measurements,

in accordance with the general methods discussed for scaling saw

timber, page 17. The solid volume in cubic feet of waste material,

as determined by the surface dimensions of the defect in square or

rectangular form, times its length, should be deducted from the total

cubic volume of the log. Since no allowance is made for saw kerf in

cubic measurement, the 20 per cent reduction required in deter-

mining net loss of log scale by the board foot does not apply in this

case.

No deductions should be made in cubic-foot measurements for

curve or sweep, crotches, knots, or other "sound" defects. Deduc-

tions should be made, however, for unsound defects of any charac-

ter which affect the merchantability of the log for the particular

product of the sale.

LINEAR MEASUREMENTS.
Policy.

Lagging, posts, piling, fence poles, converter poles, telephone

poles, stuUs, and mine timbers may be sold by the linear foot.

Merchantable Timber.

The instructions under "Definition of merchantable logs," page

12, should be followed. Timber sale contracts should specify the

minimum length and top diameter of sticks classed as merchantable
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for each product. Maximum lengths and diameters should be desig-

nated in contracts under which higher prices are to be paid for

products cut from the larger material. It is especially necessary in

sales of cedar covering both poles and other products to specify the

dimensions of material to be used for each product. (See Standard

Clause 16, National Forest Manual, p. 26-S.)

Similar specifications should cover wherever necessary the amount
and kinds of defect admissible in products sold by the linear foot or

the character of the material held to be merchantable for these pur-

poses. This is of special importance in the case of valuable products

like telephone poles and stulls which usually require the best grades

of timber. The current specifications of local associations of pole

dealers and the like should be followed as regards the area of defect

admitted in the butts of poles of various diameters and similar

points affecting merchantability.

Requirements of Purchasers.

The requirements of purchasers will be similar to those specified

on page 13. If products sold by the linear foot are to be cut in

several standard lengths, purchasers may be required to pile or deck

each length separately, if practicable and necessary to permit eco-

nomical measurement.

Measurement.

Measurements of length only are required. V^Tiere pieces are cut

in uniform, standard lengths, actual measurement is necessary only

in doubtful cases and at short intervals to check the lengths em-

ployed by the choppers. AVhen several products are cut in the same
sale, or prices depend upon both diameter and length, a similar

current check should be made of the diameter of linear-foot material.

The standard allowance for trimming in cutting telephone poles

is 1 inch for each 5 feet of length. Penalty measurements for lengths

in excess of the trimming allowance will follow the provisions of the

contract in accordance with the procediue outlined under "Penalty

scale," page 24. ^^^lerever advisable, contracts should specify

trimming allowances for other classes of material.
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Board-foot Equivalents.

If desirable, contracts may specify equivalents in a thousand feet

board measure for a stated number of linear feet. (See Standard

Clause 27, National Forest Manual, p. 27-S.) This facilitates the

application of a flat stumpage rate. As a standard practice, however,
it is preferable to require payment for such material on a linear-foot

basis.

Stamping and Numbering.

Each stick measured must be stamped on at least one end.

Each pile of material measured should be numbered with crayon

in the case of lagging, posts, fence poles, converter poles, or other

material where individual pieces are small and of little value. The
number of pieces in each pile and their linear-foot contents will be

entered opposite the pile number in the scale book. Large pieces,

like telephone poles, piling, and 16-foot stulls, equivalent in value

to saw logs, should each receive a number. The scale of each piece

should be entered opposite its number in the scale book.

Check Measurements.

Check measurements will be made in accordance with the instruc-

tions for check scaling, page 25, and for check measurements, page 28.

Combined Linear and Diameter Measurements.

"Where tlie market value of products like telephone poles and stulls

varies widely in accordance with top diameter as well as length, a

schedule of stumpage rates for the various lengths and sizes should

be used. In such sales the top diameter of each piece must be accu-

rately measured, an average diameter being obtained in the case of

sticks of irregular shape. Diameters will be averaged to the nearest

inch, unless taking the next lower inch has been agreed upon in

advance with the purchaser and is specifically required by the con-

tract. If different lengths are cut, they should be measured on not

less than 25 per cent of the pieces. Every piece should be given a

separate number and entry in the scale book, as in the case of saw

logs.
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COUNTING.
Policy.

Hewn ties sold by the piece, in accordance with the standard prac-

tice of the Forest Service, will be counted. Ties will also be counted

in sales where their board-foot contents are specified by the agree-

ment. In the exceptional cases in which ties are scaled the instruc-

tions under scaling will be followed. Shingle bolts will be counted

when contracts specify that the number of bolts to the cord will be

determined by the scaler.

Lagging, poles, posts, etc., will be counted when sold by the piece.

Merchantable Timber.

The instructions under "Definition of merchantable logs, " page 12,

will be followed unless otherwise provided in the contract. Contract

requirements should conform with the local market specifications of

the product concerned. Special contract clauses should be used to

designate unmistakably the maximum and minimum sizes of pieces

which are to be counted rather than scaled. (See Standard Clauses

14 and 15, National Forest Manual, p. 26-S.) Such clauses should

include any specifications as to defect or class of material necessary

to establish beyond question what timber is merchantable for these

products.

Requirements of Purchasers.

The requirements of purchasers should be similar to those outlined

on page 13.

Stamping and Numbering.

'\^'hen counted each stick of mine timbers, ties, posts, or poles must

be stamped on at least one end.

Each pile of material must be numbered with crayon even though

it will be removed immediately. The number of pieces will be

entered opposite the number of the pile in the scale book.

Check Measurements.

Check measurements will be made in accordance with the instruc-

tions under Check scaling, page 25 ,and Check measurements, page 28.
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WEIGHING.

Bark may be sold by the ton when this method accords with the

best trade practice of the region and scales are available on which

weights may be taken by Forest officers or checked when taken by

agents of common carriers. If the long rather than the standard ton

is to be used, this must be specified in the contract.

RECORDS AND REPORTS.
Scale Books.

The scale or measurement of logs Oi other material will be entered

by scalers directly in the Scale Book, Forms 231, 651, 648, or 223, and

by check scalers in the Comparative Scale Book, Form 122. Scale

records will not be entered in other notebooks or on loose slips of

paper to be transferred to scale books later, except under excep-

tional conditions where the cost of scaling would be materially

increased or the purchaser seriously inconvenienced by adhering to

the standard practice. Temporary scale records must be transferred

to the regular scale book as soon as practicable and the temporary

record fastened permanently to the page of the scale book on which

the entries are made. The original scale books, after all entries have

been made and checked, will be kept in the supervisor's office in all

advertised sales, and in the ranger's office in unadvertised sales.

Logs, pieces, or piles of material should be numbered and their scale,

cubic contents, linear feet, number of sticks, or number of cords,

with the other data called for on these forms, entered opposite each

serial number in accordance with the instructions on numbering,

pages 15, 30, 33, and 34.

When pieces are scaled as two or more logs the scale allowed for the

separate lengths will be added and the total sum recorded as one log.

Similarly, when pieces are measured by the cubic foot as two or

more logs, the dimensions of the whole piece should be entered under

a single serial number, the cubic contents of the separate lengths

added, and the total recorded as one log.

So far as scaling forms allow, the following information should be

given for each class of material scaled, measured, or counted:

Saw timber: Serial number of each log, length, net scale, and

deductions for defect.
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Cord material: Serial number of each rick, dimensions of rick in

feet and tenths, and its contents in cords and fractions of cords.

Cubic-foot material: Serial number of each log, its length in feet,

middle diameter in inches, net contents in cubic feet, and deductions

for defect.

Linear material: Serial number of each pile and number of pieces

of specified class and lengths.

Material counted: Serial number of each pile and number of pieces,

by special class and length if necessary.

Material weighed: Number of pounds or tons with identification

by car shipment or otherwise.

Where no column is given for cull, the figure can be entered in

the space for the net scale, inclosed in a circle, thus: ®. Entries

of the diameter of saw logs and notes on the kind of defect are desir-

able, in addition to those specified above. They may be required

in the discretion of the district forester.

Sample sheets of Forms 231, 231-Dl, and 631, on pages 70, 72, 74,

and 76 of the Appendix show the proper method of keeping scale

records of sawtimber.

Sample sheets of Forms 231 and 231-Dl on pages 84 and 86 of the

Appendix sliow standard methods of recording measurements and

counts of telephone poles and piling sold by the linear foot and piece.

A sample sheet of Form 648 on page 88 of the Appendix shows

the standard method of recording measurements and counts of min-

ing timbers sold by the Linear foot, and ties and posts sold by the

piece.

A sample sheet of Form 231 on page 78 of the Appendix shows the

standard method of recording cubic feet and cords.

A sample sheet of Form 651 on page 82 of the Appendix yliows

an excellent method of counting shingle bolts on an average number
per cord and recording the count in cords.

A sample sheet of Form 648 on page 80 of the Appendix shows the

standard method of recording measurements of fuel wood sold by the

cord.

Penalty Scale Records.

Separate scale books will be kept in large sales for -material cov-

ered by penalty scale under the penalty-scale clause of the timber-

sale contract, Form 202. A separate record of such material will be
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kept in small sales. A single scale of all classes of timber subject

to the penalty will be entered in this record, but separate entries

must be carried for each class to which a different charge applies.

Each set of entries should be given a heading indicating the charge

applicable. The following may occur:

Material not previously scaled, to be charged for at double the

stumpage rate.

Material not pre\Tlously scaled, to be charged for at the regular,

or single, stumpage rate.

In exceptional cases, material previously scaled, to be charged

for at double rates.

The original log numbers of material in the latter class will be

recorded in the penalty-scale record, the heading indicating that the

regular stumpage prices has alread}^ been charged.

The record of penalty scale for overrunning trimming allowance

under the scaling-length clause of Form 202 should be noted on

the original scale sheets against the number of each log concerned.

Check of Scale Books.

All additions and computations in scale books, including figures

read from tables, will be checked either in the supervisor's or dis-

trict office as the district forester may direct. If errors are found

the necessary corrections will,, be entered on Form 820, supple-

menting the last scale report of record in the sale.

Cutting Reports.

The Forest officer in charge will notify the supervisor when cutting

begins on any advertised sale. The scale in all sales will be reported

to the supervisor on Form 820, and a duplicate retained in the

ranger's files. In unadvertised sales only the final report need be

submitted to the supervisor. Cutting reports will be submitted in

advertised sales while work is in progress, covering periods of one,

two,-three, or four weeks, as may be required by the supervisor, but

ordinarily ending on Saturday. Special dates may be set by super-

visors for submitting cutting reports, as may be most convenient

for them or for purchasers. As far as practicable the wishes and

needs of purchasers should be met in fixing dates for the submission

of reports.
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Penalty Scale Reports.

Reports of penalty scale should be made separately from the reg-

ular scale. Separate reports may be submitted on Form 820, prop-

erly labeled, or, where small quantities of material are reported at

infrequent intervals, entries may be made on the back of Form 820

under '

' Remarks. '

' Whenever penalty scale is reported, the '

' Total

previously reported," "Total since last report," and "Total to date"

should be given. If separate Forms 820 are used, they should con-

stitute an independent series. Entries under "Remarks" need be

made only in reports for periods during which a penalty scale has

actually been made and in the final report for the sale.

Check and Record of Cutting Reports.

As cutting reports (Form 820) are received, they should be com-

pared with the timber sales record card for errors in entries brought

forward from the last report and for the correctness of the rates. All

calculations will be checked and the information regarding the

progress of the sale scrutinized. The date of the report, quantity

of each class of material cut, reduced to feet board measure by

approved converting factors, and total value of material cut since

the last report and to date will be entered on the record card. The

total value of the cut to date will be compared with the total deposits

to prevent cutting in excess of payments.

Scale Records for Purchasers.

Unless deemed inadvisable by the oflEicer in charge or by the

supervisor, the scale of individual logs, measurement of individual

pieces or ricks, or count of particular piles of timber sale products

should be given to purchasers upon request, either in person or by

letter. Similarly, the complete scale record may be opened to the

purchaser at any time in the presence of a Forest officer. Supervi-

sors should inform purchasers of the scale to date at regular periods,

either by letter or by furnishing approved cutting reports on Form

820 without entries on the back.

Report of Timber Sold and Cut.

The monthly report on Form 949 will be mailed to the district

forester by the supervisor not later than the fifth of the succeeding
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month, even if no timber has been sold or cut during the month.

It will be compiled from all Forms 615, which will not be placed in

the closed records until the end of the month. All timber for which

payment is made, whether cut in sales, administrative use, or timber

settlement, will be included. The date of approval of the agree-

ment or stipulation will be taken in each case as the date of sale,

even though an emergency sale may have been made in advance.

The day when each cutting report is received will be taken as the

date of cutting. All data will be checked before the report is for-

warded. If a flat rate has been applied to green and dead timber,

the two classes may be prorated in the scale report. Form 949, on

the basis of their ratio in the original estimate.

The amount and value of the timber sold and cut, respectively,

in sales at cost under Regulation S-22 will be reported separately.

The report should include a statement of the amount of timber

previously reported as sold which will not be cut owing to cancella-

tions or modifications of contracts during the month.

District Forester's Monthly Report.

As soon as practicable after the first of each month the district

forester will report to the Forester the amount and value of green

and dead timber sold and cut respectively during the preceding

month, by Forests. This report should include a statement of the

amount of timber previously reported as sold which will not be cut

owing to cancellations or modifications of contracts during the

month.

It will not be necessary to include in this statement the "overcut"

or "undercut" in sales which were closed during the preceding

month.

Annual Report.

The annual report will be compiled from the monthly reports.

Report on Miscellaneous Products.

Sales of miscellaneous forest products, such as Christmas trees,

naval stores, seedlings, etc., should be reported in a footnote to the

district forester's monthly and annual report of timber cut and sold.
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APPENDIX

TABLE 1.—SCRIBNER DECIMAL C LOG RULE.

6 TO 18 FOOT LOGS.

1
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TABLE 1.—SCRIBNER DECIMAL C LOG RULE.

19 TO 32 FOOT LOGS.

5
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TABLE 1.—SCRIBNER DECIMAL C LOG RULE-Continued.

6 TO 18 FOOT LOGS—Continued.
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TABLE 1.—SCRIBNER DECIMAL C LOG RULE—Continued.

19 to 32 FOOT LOGS—Continued.

1
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TABLE 1 .—SCRIBNER DECIMAL C LOG RULE—Continued.

6 TO 18 FOOT LOGS—Continued,

1
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TABLE 1.—SCRroNER DECIMAL C LOG RULE—Continued.

19 TO 32 FOOT LOGS—Continued.

p
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TABLE 3.—CULL FOR SQUARED DEFECTS.

[20 per cent deducted for kerf from solid board foot contents.]
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TABLE 3.—CULL FOR SQUARED DEFECTS—Continued.

57

End dimen-
sions.

Length of defect—feet.

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 ' 27 28 129 30 31 32

Contents—board feet in tens.

Inches.

2x2
3x3
4x4
5x5
6x6

7x7
8x8
9x9
10x10
11x11

12x12
13x13
14x14
15x15
16x16

17x17
18x18
19x19
20x20
21x21

22x22
23x23
24x24
25x25
26x26

27x27
28x28
29x29
30x30

0.5
1

2
3
4

0.5 0.5
1 1

0. 5 0.

5

0.5
1

2
4

0.5
1

3
4

77
85
92

96 1 100
99 il04 [108

i
1

107 jll2 117

115 {120 1125

123 ,129 1135

132 138 144

0.5
2
3
4

6

8
11

14

17

20

24
28
33
38
43

48
54
60
67
74

81
88
96
104

113

122
131
140
150

0.5
2

0.5
2

3
4

10
12 13

16 16

19 20
23 24

90[ 94

99102
108111
117121
126131

136141
146 152

157 163

168174

10 10
13 14
17 17

21 21
25 26

67 69
75 77

80i 83 85
88 91 94

100 103
109 113

119 123
1251129133
135 140 144

151 156
162 167
174 179
186,192
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TABLE 4.—SOLID CUBIC CONTENTS OF LOGS.

Average middle diameter (in inches).

7 8 9 10
I
11 12 13

!
14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Contents (in cubic feet).

Feet.

4

5

0.25
.25

.25

.25

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

0. 25 0.

5

.5 .5

16 1

17 1

18 1

19 1

20 1

I

21 il

22
23
24

25

5 7

5 7

51 7
6 8

10
10

7 10

8 10

8 11

6
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TABLE 4.—SOLID CUBIC CONTENTS OF LOGS—Continued.

Average middle diameter (in inches).

21 22 23 26 26 27 28
I

29,30 31 32 33 35 37 38 40

Contents (in cubic feet).

Ft.
11

13

16

18

21

24

26

29
32
34

37
40

42 46

45 49

48! 52
501 55

53 1 58

12
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TABLE 4.—SOLID CUBIC CONTENTS OF LOGS—Continued.

1
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TABLE 5.—BOARD FOOT CONTENTS OF STANDARD SIZES OF TIMBERS

Knd di-
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TABLE 5.—BOARD FOOT CONTENTS OF STANDARD SIZES OF
TIMBER—Continued.

End di-
'
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TABLE 5.—BOARD FOOT CONTENTS OF STANDARD SIZES OF
TIMBER—Continued.

End di-
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TABLE 6.—STANDARD CONVERTING FACTORS.

The following converting equivalents will be used in reducing

various products to feet, board measure:

Product.
Assvimed di-

mensions.

Equiva-
lent in

board feet.

Long cord (chestnut acid -wood).
Cord (spruce pulpwood)
Cord (shingle bolts)

Cord(fuelf.
Load (in the rough)
Pole (telephone)

Do
Pile
Stull
Tie (standard)
Tie (2d class)

Tie (narrow gauge)

.

Tie
Do

Derrick pole
Derrick set (11 pieces).

Trestle timber
Do

House log
Do
Do

Mining timber
Prop.
Converter pole
Pole (fence)

Do,
Lagging (6 pieces)

.

Cubic foot (round).
Rail (split)

Piece
Stick
Slab
Post

4' X 5' X 8' . . .

.

4' X 4' X 8'
. .

.

4' X 4' X 8' ...
4' X 4' X 8' ...

1 cord
7"x30'
9"x30'
7"x30'
10"xl6'
6" x8" x8' ..

6"x7"x8' ..

6" X 7" x6' ..

7" x8" x8' ..

7"x9"x8'..
7"x30'

10" X 20'

7"xl2'..
8"xl6'.,
7"xl6'.,
7"xlO'.,
6"xl0'..
6"xl0'.
4" X 20'

.

16'

4" >: 20' .

3"x6' ..

^pole
6" X 7'

Post (circumference, 18 inches)

.

Post
Linear foot . .

.

Brace
Stay (fence) .

.

Stay
Shake ,

Picket ,

Stake (fence)

.

2" X 6" X 16'

6"x7'
5.7" X 7'

5" X 7'

10"xl'
4"x6'
2"x6'
4"x6'
I" X 6" X 2'

.

3"x5'
3"x5'

625
560
600

333i
333-1

60
100
60
60
30
20
15
30
35
60

-380

70

20
30
30
In

10

10

10

8
10

10

6
5
7

7

2

6
5

3
2

2

h
1

1
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This list gives the standard dimensions and board feet equivalent

of each product. These converting factors will be used uniformly

unless the dimensions of local products do not approximate those

given in the table, in which case board-foot equivalents applicable

to the correct dimensions should be used.

These factors are designed primarily for converting other products

than saw timber into feet, board measure, for convenience in sta-

tistics. Appraisals may be made where desirable on other units

common in local usage.

TABLE 7.—CONVERTING FACTORS—CHESTNUT TELEPHONE POLES.

[Based upon taper measurements.]
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TABLE 8.—AREAS OF CIRCLES.

Diam-
eter.
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TABLE 9.—TAPER.

(For scaling in maximum lengths of 16 feet.]

67

Total length.
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TABLE 10.—TAPER.

[For scaling in maximum lengths of 3? feet.]

Total length.
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TABLE 10.—TAPER-Continued.

69

Total length.
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SAMPLE PAGE 1—FORM

Timber, Sale,....
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231—SAW TIMBER.

Where Scaled, ...^±..r.^jJ./:Q^.d.J.^n.^y.hg./^^^ 6

l.imiTii Fi B M. Tkk> N'l Ir.NnT!!. IV. B. WL

^^ /6 S9 **'' /4 /8 <^re r^corc/ec/
63 /2 2/ ^^ /a 46 on of/7erpages
^ /6 /6 ^-^ /6^ 78 or /r? of/yer
«•• /4 3S ^^ /6 39 doo/rs-,
6« /6^ 67 *« M cu//
67 /d 9S 87 ^^ /OS
68 /^ ^/ 88 /2 27
^^ /2 9 ^ /^ SO

/e 74 '"^ /6 /o ^ ;^

/4^S7 "^ /^ ^9 -• S ^$;

ao 24 "•••"^ /^^ ^ . i ^ c\i

/6 6 ^^^ /6® ^6 t % \\%
/6 30 ''^ /4 49 i \ I i %
/4 69 '"^ /e SO \ \

'^
% ?

/2^^ «•» /6 cu// \ \ \ I t

/2^ 36 ^'' /4 36 ^
""

"^ "
"'

S/2 6>96

V ^ ^
^ K^

^

\ On ^ \ Vj.
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SAMPLE PAGE 2—FORM

-r/MB£LR 3AL£r .- ^//<2>?.
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231-Dl-SAW TIMBER.

SCALER.JS^^^C :^^^:^Z^ ^
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SAMPLE PAGE 3—FORM

Purchaser- _ _ 3iLQ.cjf.u.a/j7ii^- -Z Qg.pn^.J2(i. -

QompekrimQXif Sec. .^^ _ _ Tvip. ^^l R 9£M^.
-
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631—SAW TIMBER.

Timber Seie 6z4z/JZ. .Brand ^^S^.sS^

»
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SAMPLE PAGE 4—FORM 631—SAW

SeaJed by John Doe



Al-FENDIX.

TIMBER, SUMMARY SHEET.

11

\0\

1

j
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SAMPLE PAGE 5—FORM 231—

Purchaser, .r/i^..^AC/r/C..../?.UL^...,(2.0.

Tmibcr Sale, .JP/^^/^...-.Zo/?.^^^^..' End Mark,

"-B'^t B^'A
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CUBIC FEET AND CORDS.

Where Scaled, .//V..../?Arr

.

Compartment.. _ . Sec .- T.....

.—;iso

I.<i.i No. Lkn.ith. KT. B M Un a.,. I.RNuT

; T)oAc.7/4 . I9'i4

90 Cu. /v- ^o//c/

&Qu/\/a'/ent To

one- core/.

< ^

is: ^

'^ ^ ^

^ ^i- v6
'C) VS) X
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SAMPLE PAGE 6—FORM

S, /^/^^ Sales
iForesl)

_ L/o/zn /Po<5 .xJ<sn./^,/9M
(Purchaser) (.Date)

Species

Material

0»TE S^ALeo No Pieces No. Pieces No. Pieces No Pieces no. Piece*

/Vo.^/ck /Ye/^/hi- len^f/-,- l^V/c//^ Corc/3

5 4..3' 4-0 4- 3'.6
6 4- 40 4 S.

^ 3.5- S2 4 ^-^
84- ^04 ^^^'

C
(to

S &
05 ft.

5l

20.SS
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648—CORD MEASUREMENT.

Compartment Scaler, iJohn C/<3q/f

Sea. ^-^ , T. ^/V..., R. 6PV.

81
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SAMPLE PAGE 7—FORM

Purchaser, ..^c?/?/Z..../2c?^... ^.L/^...jg//o...

Compartment, ; 5ee., „...d"...-.. Twp.,../^.A/,_; R.,2^_/4^__
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651—SHINGLE BOLTS.

Timber Sale,

Where Scaled,

.O^i^c!/S2. Brand,

.2^6.^^„l5.-.....; Date, !lJ^/7^./A3..
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SAMPLE PAGE 8-FORM

Purchaser, ...^oA^... jQ.Q.G

Timber Sale, .„7.z/-/j^._Lo/_0 End Mark,

ePECIES
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231—TELEPHONE POLES.

Wliere Scaled, .../r7..Ji^Qo<g<^_ 8

Compartment, ; See.,A/.-; T.J.^..-; B.,^.^.; Date,..^^.., 190^

SPECIES
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SAMPLE PAGE 9—FORM
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231-Dl—LINEAR FEET.

I

Scy^L^R. _Aftz/^/^ :?4?^i;?^^ ®
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SAMPLE PAGE 10—FORM 648-

s. u/A/7yj
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PROPS, TIES, AND POSTS.

Compartment U Scaler, ^. S./y<^r.c//ng

Sec. /<5*
. T. 2M , R. //J^- /^/y/&A^nc/iags

(.Where scaled)
^

/3F;f:fh>/3S /fy Ties /?y
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DOUGLAS FIR LOG GRADING RULES OF THE PUGET SOUND LOG
SCALING AND GRADING BUREAU.

No. 1 Logs.

No. 1 logs shall be logs in the lengths of 16 to 32 feet and 30 mches
in diameter inside the bark at the small end and logs 34 to 40 feet,

28 inches in diameter inside the bark at the small end and shall be

logs which in the judgment of the scaler shall contain at least 50

per cent of the scaled contents in lumber in the grades of No. 2 clear

and better.

No. 2 Logs.

No. 2 logs shall be not less than 16 feet long and having defects

which prevent its grading No. 1, but which in the judgmentof the

scaler will be suitable for the manufacture of lumber priucipally in

the grades of merchantable and better.

No. 3 Logs.

No. 3 logs shall be not less than 16 feet long and having defects

which prevent its cutting into higher grades and in the judgment of

the scaler will be suitable for the manufacture of common lumber.

DOUGLAS FIR LOG GRADING RULES OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER LOG
SCALING AND GRADING BUREAU.

No. 1 Logs.

No. 1 logs shall be 30 inches or over in diameter inside the bark

at the small end, reasonably straight-grained, and not less than 16

feet long and shall be logs which in the judgment of the scaler will

contain at least 50 per cent of their scaled contents in lumber in the

grades of No. 1 and No. 2 clear lumber.

In a general way it may be said that a pitch ring is not a serious

grade defect in a No. 1 log, provided its location and size does not

prevent the log cutting the requisite amount of clears. The same

applies to rot.

Pitch pockets, seams, knots, etc., are defectswhich impair the grade

in proportion to their effect on the amount of clears the log contains.

A No. 1 log will admit a few small knots, but must be surface clear

for at least four-fifths its length ; a few pitch pockets, as permitted

in the grades of clear lumber, but no combination of defects which

will prevent the required percentage of clears.
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No. 2 Logs.

No. 2 logs shall be 16 inches or over in diameter inside the bark

at the small end, not less than 16 feet long, and having defects which

prevent its grading No. 1, but which will in the judgment of the

scaler be suitable for the manufacture of lumber principally in

grades of merchantable and better.

No. 3 Logs.

No. 3 logs shall be 12 inches or over in diameter inside the bark

at the small end, not less than 16 feet long, having defects which

prevent its grading No. 2, and shall in the judgment of the scaler be

suitable for the manufacture of inferior grades of lumber.

Cull Logs.

Cull logs shall be any logs which do not contain 50 per cent of

sound lumber. All logs to be scaled by the Spalding rule.

WESTERN YELLOW PINE LOG GRADING RULES, SUGGESTED BY
THE FOREST SERVICE, FOR USE IN EASTERN OREGON AND
WASHINGTON.

Clear logs shall be 22 inches or over in diameter inside the bark at

the small end and not less than 10 feet long. They shall be reason-

biy straight-grained, practically surface clear, and of a character

which in the judgment of the scaler are capable of cutting not less

than 25 per cent of their scaled contents into lumber of the grades

of C select and better.

Shop logs shall be 18 inches or over in diameter inside the bark

at the small end, not less than 8 feet long, and which in the judg-

ment of the scaler are capable of cutting not less than 30 per cent

of their scaled contents into lumber of the grades of No. 2 shop and

better.

Rough logs shall be 6 inches o\ over in diameter inside the bark

at the small end and not less than 8 feet long, having defects which
in the judgment of the scaler prevent their classification into either

of the two above grades.
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